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In this paper we study the behaviour of certain integral operators acting on
weighted L p spaces. Particular cases include the classical integral transforms of
Kontorovich and Lebedev and Mehler and Fock and the F -index transform2 1
considered by Gonzalez, Hayek, and Negrin.  2001 Academic Press´
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the integral operator given by
 f y  f x k x , y dx 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
I
Žwhere y I I denoting some interval in , possibly unbounded, over the
pŽ Ž . .spaces L I, w x dx , 1 p , under suitable conditions on the kernel
k and the weight w.
We also consider the integral operator
 g x  g y k x , y dy , 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
I
Ž .where I, w, and k are the same as in 1.1 .
pŽ Ž . .We prove that the operator  is bounded from the space L I, w x dx
qŽ Ž . .into L I, w x dx , if 1  p , p q pq, whenever the following
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conditions are satisfied:
qpw 1 a.e. on I , w y dy  ,Ž .H
I
˜ ˜ q k x , y  k x a.e. on I , with k L I , w x dx .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
This study is also extended for the case p 1. Here we prove that the
1Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .operator  is bounded from L I, w x dx into L I, w x dx , provided
˜ ˜ Ž .  Ž .that w 1 a.e. on I, k x, y  k x a.e. on I, and k is essentially
bounded on I.
pŽ Ž . .Moreover, under these conditions, if f L I, w x dx and g
pŽ Ž . .L I, w x dx , 1 p , then
 f x g x dx f x  g x dx . 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
I I
Let  be the adjoint of the operator . That is,
² : ² : f , g  f ,  g , 1.4Ž .
Ž qŽ Ž . .. pŽ Ž . .for every f L I, w x dx  and every g L I, w x dx .
Ž .The aforementioned Parseval-type relation 1.3 allows us to obtain an
interesting connection between the operator  and the operator  given
Ž . pŽ Ž . .in 1.1 . In fact, given f L I, w x dx , we let T denote the functionalf
Ž pŽ Ž . .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .in L I, w x dx  defined as T g  H f x g x dx. Then 1.3 yieldsf I
² : ² :T , g  T ,  f f g
pŽ Ž . . pŽ Ž . .for all g L I, w x dx and all f L I, w x dx , and thus
T  T .f  f
So we conclude that the operator  is the natural extension of the
Ž qŽ Ž . ..integral operator  to L I, w x dx . For the proof of our results, we
consider two cases: 1  p , analyzed in Section 2, and p 1, analyzed
in Section 3.
Particular cases of this general analysis are contemplated in Section 4,
which include the main index transforms. These are the Kontorovich
	 
Lebedev 6, Chap. 2 ,

 f y  K x f x dx , y  0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H i y
0
where K denotes the modified Bessel function of the third kind of purelyi y
	 
imaginary order, and the MehlerFock 6, Chap. 3 ,

n
1 f y  P cosh x f x dx , y  0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H  i y2
0
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.the F -index transform cf. 1 , 2 , 32 1

 f y  f x F  ,  , y , x dx , y  0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
1 1 Ž . Ž .where F ,  , y, x  F   i ,   i ;  1;x x , ,2 1 2 2
12, and F is the Gaussian hypergeometric function.2 1
2. THE OPERATOR  ON THE SPACES
pŽ Ž . .L I, w x dx , 1  p 
In this section we study the behaviour of the operator  on the spaces
pŽ Ž . .L I, w x dx , 1  p .
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume 1  p , p q pq, w 1 a.e. on I,
q p ˜ ˜ qŽ . Ž .  Ž . Ž Ž . .H w y dy  , and k x, y  k x a.e. on I, with k L I, w x dx .I
Ž . pŽ Ž . .Then the operator  gien by 1.2 is bounded from L I, w x dx into
qŽ Ž . .L I, w x dx .
pŽ Ž . . Ž .Proof. Let g L I, w x dx . From Definition 1.2 , we have
1p 1p      g x  w y g y w y k x , y dy . 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
I
Ž .Using Holder’s inequality, the right side of 2.1 is less than or equal to¨
1p
qpp q   g y w y dy k x , y w y dyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž / ž /I I
1q
qp˜   k x w y dy g ,Ž . Ž .H pž /I
˜ Ž .  Ž .since k x, y  k x a.e. on I.
Ž .q pNow, since H w y dy  , we haveI
1q 1q
qq ˜    g x w x dx  C g k x w x dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H p Hž / ž /I I
for certain C  0.
˜ qŽ . Ž .From this inequality and taking into account that H k x w x dx  , itI
follows that
    g M  gq p
for certain M 0.
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pŽ Ž . . pŽ Ž . .PROPOSITION 2.2. If f L I, w x dx , g L I, w x dx , 1  p ,
q p ˜Ž . Ž .  Ž .p q pq, w 1 a.e. on I, H w y dy  , and k x, y  k x a.e.I
qŽ Ž . .˜on I, with k L I, w x dx , then the following Parseal-type relation holds:
 f x g x dx f x  g x dx . 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
I I
pŽ Ž . .Proof. For f L I, w x dx , we have
1p 1p          f x  f t k t , x dt f t w t k t , x w t dt .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
I I
˜ Ž .  Ž .Using Holder’s inequality and the fact that k t, x  k t a.e. on I, we¨
have
1p 1q
q qpp ˜ f t w t dt k t w t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž / ž /I I
1q
q˜    f k t w t dt M* f ,Ž . Ž .p H pž /I
where M*  0 is some constant.
Therefore,
        f x g x dxM* f g x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H qH
I I
1p 1p   M* f w x g x w x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .pH
I
1q
qp   M* f w x dx g .Ž .p H pž /I
On the other hand,
   f x  g x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .H
I
1p 1q
q qpp ˜    C  g f x x dx  k x w x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .p H Hž / ž /I I
   M  f g ,p p
for some constants C and M.
Finally, using Fubini’s theorem, we obtain the Parsevals-type formula
Ž .given by 2.2 .
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As we stated in the Introduction, the operator  can be viewed as a
Ž .natural extension of the operator defined by 1.1 . In fact, given f , g
pŽ Ž . .L I, w x dx , we have
1p 1p² :     T , g   f x w x g x w x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H f
I
1q
qp   M*  f  w x dx  g .Ž .p H pž /I
Ž .q p Ž pŽ Ž . ..So, for H w x dx  , it follows that T  L I, w x dx .I  f
pŽ Ž . . qŽ Ž . .On the other hand, for f L I, w x dx and g L I, w x dx , we
have
² :     T , g  f x g x dxŽ . Ž .Hf
I
    f x g x w x dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H
I
whenever w 1 a.e. on I. Thus the last integral is less than or equal to
    Ž qŽ Ž . ..f  g . So we conclude that T  L I, w x dx .p q f
Thus we have proved the following result.
pŽ Ž . .COROLLARY 2.1. If f L I, w x dx , 1  p , p q pq, with
q p ˜ ˜Ž .  Ž .  Ž .w 1 a.e. on I, H w y dy  , k x, y  k x a.e. on I, with kI
qŽ Ž . .L I, w x dx , then
T  Tf  f
Ž pŽ Ž . ..on L I, w x dx .
1Ž Ž . .3. THE OPERATOR  ON THE SPACE L I, w x dx
We now prove results similar to Proposition 2.1 and 2.2 for p 1.
˜ Ž .  Ž .PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume w 1 a.e. on I and k x, y  k x a.e. on
˜I, where k is a certain function which is essentially bounded on I. Then the
Ž . 1Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .operator  gien by 1.2 is bounded from L I, w x dx into L I, w x dx .
1Ž Ž . .Proof. Let g L I, w x dx . Then using Holder inequality, we can¨
write
    g x  k x , y g y dyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
I




˜   ess sup  g x  g ess sup k x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1x I x I
which completes the proof of Proposition 3.1.
1Ž Ž . . 1Ž Ž . .PROPOSITION 3.2. If f L I, w x dx and g L I, w x dx , w 1
˜ Ž .  Ž .a.e. on I, k x, y  k x a.e. on I, where k is a certain function which is
essentially bounded on I, then the following Parseal-type relation holds:
 f x g x dx f x  g x dx . 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
I I
Proof. In fact,
      f x  f t k t , x dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
I
˜      ess sup k t , x  f t w t dt k x  f .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1t I
I
Therefore,
        f x g x dxM  f  g x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1 H
I I
       M  f  g x w x dxM  f  g ,Ž . Ž .1 H 1 1
I
for some M 0. On the other hand,
           f x  g x dxM  f x dx  g M  f  g .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H 1 1 1
I I
Ž .Finally, using Fubini’s theorem, we obtain 3.1 .
We now prove the connection between the operators  and . For
1Ž Ž . .f , g L I, w x dx , we have
² :         T , g   f x g x dxM  f  g ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1 1 f
I
Ž 1Ž Ž . ..for some M 0. So T  L I, w x dx . On the other hand, for f
1Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .f L I, w x dx and g L I, w x dx , we have
² :         T , g  f x g x dx g f ,Ž . Ž .H  1f
I
Ž Ž Ž . ..from which we conclude that T  L I, w x dx .f
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Thus, we have proved the following.
1Ž Ž . .  Ž . COROLLARY 3.1. If f L I, w x dx , w 1, a.e. on I and k x, y 
˜ ˜Ž .k x a.e. on I, where k is a certain function which is essentially bounded on I,
then
T  Tf  f
Ž 1Ž Ž . ..on L I, w x dx .
4. PARTICULAR CASES: THE INDEX TRANSFORMS
4.1. The KontoroichLebede Transform
	 
The KontorovichLebedev transform 6, Chap. 2 of a suitable function
f is given by

 f y  f x K x dx , y  0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H i y
0
where K denotes the modified Bessel function of the third kind of purelyi y
	 
 pŽ  x .imaginary order 5, p. 5 . Here one takes the spaces L I, e dx , 1  p
Ž ., 0   q, and I 0, .
Observe that for all y  0,
 K x  K x , x 0,Ž . Ž .i y 0
and
 q  xK x e dx  ,Ž .H 0
0
for 0   q. So the results of Section 2 hold for this particular case.
However, the hypothesis of our results are not satisfied for p 1, since
Ž .K is not essentially bounded on 0, . Even so, we do not know whether0
or not the conclusion holds.
4.2. The MehlerFock Transform
	 




1  4 f y  f x P cosh x dx , y  0, n 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H  i y2
0
n 	 
1where P is the Legendre function of first kind 4, p. 122 . i y2
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pŽ  x .Here the spaces L I, e dx , 1  p , are considered, where I
Ž .0, and 0   q2. Observe that for all y  0
n n
1 1  4P cos x  P cosh x , x 0, n 0 ,Ž . Ž . i y 2 2
and
 qn  x
1P cosh x e dx  ,Ž .H  2
0
for 0   q2.
Thus this transform is included into the results of Section 2. For the case
p 1, the results of Section 3 are valid for this setting with  0.
4.3. The F -Index Transform2 1




grin in 1 , 2 , and 3 . This transform is given by

 f y  f x F  ,  , y , x dx , y  0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
1 1 Ž . Ž .where F ,  , y, x  F   i ,   i ;  1;x x , ,2 2 2
	 
12, and F is the Gaussian hypergeometric function 4, p. 59 .2 1
pŽ Ž . .In this case we consider the spaces L I, 1 x dx , 1  p , where
Ž .I 0, , and  p 1. Observe that for all y  0,
 F  ,  , y , x  F  ,  , 0, x , x 0,Ž . Ž .
and
 q 
F  ,  , 0, x 1 x dx  ,Ž . Ž .H
0
1Ž .for 1q and 1 q    . So this transform is also2
included into the results of Section 2. The case p 1 is valid for  0
1and 0   .2
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